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When COVID-19 turned the world upside down, many agencies
had to instantly transition to a distributed workforce.
While this should have been an ideal opportunity for ArcSource, it
also had a dramatic impact on their budgets. Many firms cut
spending to survive the pandemic, and froze adding new
suppliers. A couple months in, our campaign wasn't producing
any leads.
And in fact, we had burnt through our ideal target audience,
which was smaller than we initially thought.
With the pressure mounting to produce results, we ended up with
some egg on our face when we pushed harder than we should
have with a "lead," who turned out to be an existing client of
ArcSource's, that we missed in our vetting.
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Dave from ArcSource saw that we had been piloting a new
content product on ourselves - the Authority Building
Content Machine. He suggested we try the same thing for
him, and started running bi-monthly webinar sessions
hosted in partnership with the American Institute of
Architects.
We worked with Dave to outline the topics that would
engage his audience, and rolled out a custom postproduction process to extract snippets and share them with
his network.
We layered in a robust social media strategy which included
sharing social posts with a clips from his webinar sessions.
We were also able to leverage these clips in our Growth
Accelerator outreach to boost the campaign's impact.
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By partnering with the AIA, creating hours of insightful video
content, and distributing this content on Linkedln, ArcSource
gained a massive amount of credibility & visibility in the West
Coast tech space.
Their prospects were able to consume content at their own
pace (resulting in hundreds of views per clip), which further
contributed to the education and nurturing process.
We've generated over 150 qualified architecture attendees for
the live sessions, with many more consuming the recordings
asynchronously. Through this, we connected Arcsource with a
dozen qualified prospects and added over $300,000 in
projected revenue to their pipeline in just 7 months - all in the
middle of the pandemic.
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